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In this paper, we explore the ex-post attributes of 120 simulated portfolios across the

U.S., International, and Emerging Markets. We estimate expected returns using a given

global stock selection model employing Global Equity Rating (GLER) and Consensus

Temporary Earnings Forecasting (CTEF) signals. Our portfolios are constructed under

the Markowitz optimization framework and constrained at various tracking error levels.

Further, an alpha alignment factor is applied to aid in portfolio construction. As a result of

our research, we present the reader with three key findings. First, GLER and CTEF signals

employed as the primary inputs to security selection result in portfolios with superior

risk adjusted returns relative to the Russell 3000, MSCI AC World ex. US, and MSCI

Emerging Markets benchmarks which they are measured against. Second, expanding

the investment universe outside the U.S. increases the opportunity set yielding higher

risk adjusted performance. Third, the incorporation of an alpha alignment factor within

the portfolio construction process improves risk forecasts resulting in ex-post tracking

error aligning more closely to ex-ante, and ultimately improving information ratios.

Keywords: CTEF, GLER, alpha alignment factor, international investing, portfolio optimization

INTRODUCTION

There are generally multiple layers of investment research that are conducted in order to arrive
at a final portfolio. The practitioner must first develop a framework for evaluating and selecting
investment opportunities. We focus our research on the Global Equity Ratings (GLER) database
in Guerard et al. [1] and the consensus earnings forecasting efficiency variable, CTEF, developed
in Guerard [2]. These variables are designed using FactSet and Thomson Financial global security
databases. A detailed decomposition of our chosen signals can be found in section Stock Selection
Models. After verifying the efficacy of the chosen stock selection model, the next step is to transfer
our given signal into an investable portfolio. There are an abundant number of methods to
building portfolios, our approach is based on Markowitz [3] optimization. We utilize the Axioma
Portfolio Optimizer API integrated through FactSet’s Portfolio Simulation Module in order to
build and run our model portfolios. The specific inputs into our portfolio construction process
are discussed in further detail within section Portfolio Construction. After testing and analyzing
multiple permutations of simulated portfolios, we are able to equip ourselves with the appropriate
knowledge to make assessments regarding the efficacy and validity of our model inputs. The inputs
we evaluate and focus on in this paper include our choice of expected returns variable, the use of an
alpha alignment factor (AAF) developed by Saxena and Stubbs [4], and the scope of our investment
universe. Our comparative analysis for the various model inputs are presented in section Results.
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Literature Review
Before diving into our research, it’s important to review the
historical evolution of asset selection and portfolio construction
models. Possibly the most consequential method for selecting
stocks, later coined value investing, was introduced by Graham
and Dodd [5]. They focused on using fundamental metrics such
as earnings yield, book to price, and dividend yield to identify
securities whose intrinsic values were above their traded price.
We move from identifying value stocks to quantifying intrinsic
value with John Burr Williams’ text The Theory of Investment
Value [6], where he presented the Dividend Discount Model
(DDM) for valuing companies. The use of a valuation model
based on discounted cash flows builds on Graham and Dodd’s [5]
analysis and provides us with a more sophisticated mathematical
framework for estimating security returns. Fourteen years later,
Harry [7] publishes his paper, Portfolio Selection, in the Journal
of Finance. Markowitz reads Williams’ book and is struck by
the fact that risk is not taken into consideration. This inspires

FIGURE 1 | U.S. Portfolios. Heat map colors in Figures 1–4 represent degree to which a given value is positive or negative relative to its own column. Green is

positive, red is negative, and yellow is in between.

the publication of the mean variance model. Markowitz [7]
establishes the understanding that a stock’s underlying volatility
must be taken into consideration along with its expected return,
and the efficient frontier is born. These core concepts laid the
groundwork for decades of financial theory to be built upon. Basu
[8] reported evidence supporting the low P/E model. Fama and
French [9] expanded the value approach by presenting the three-
factor model, which includes beta, size, and book to price. Van
Der Hart et al. [10] reported the efficiency of book to price within
emerging markets. Bloch et al. [11] found that high book to price,
cash flow yield, and sales to price were features linked to stocks
that outperformed their local benchmark in Japan. Their findings
supported the efficacy of these same variables as well as earnings
yield within the U.S. markets. Guerard et al. [12, 13] added the [2]
composite earnings forecasting variable CTEF and the [14] price
momentum variables to the equation which created a 10-factor
stock selection model referred to as the Global Expected Returns
(GLER) model.
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FIGURE 2 | International portfolios.

STOCK SELECTION MODELS

Above all else, the most important factor in building optimal
portfolios is the expected return variable, denoted TRt+1, used
to differentiate and select securities that ultimately make up the
portfolio. An optimized portfolio’s performance is significantly
more sensitive to errors in TRt+1 than any other input, therefore
it is crucial to select an alpha signal with strong, consistent, and
statistically significant relationships to asset forward returns [15].
In this analysis we use the GLER database in Guerard et al. [1],
and the consensus earnings forecasting efficiency variable, CTEF,
developed in Guerard [2].

The GLER variable is decomposed below:

TRt+1 = a0 + a1EPt + a2BPt + a3CPt + a4SPt + a5REPt + a6RBPt

+a7RCPt + a8RSPt + a9CTEFt + a10PMt + et (1)

Where:

EP = [earnings per share]/[price per share] = earnings-price
ratio;

BP = [book value per share]/[price per share] = book-price
ratio;
CP= [cash flow per share]/[price per share]= cash flow-price
ratio;
SP= [net sales per share]/[price per share]= sales-price ratio;
REP = [current EP ratio]/[average EP ratio over the past five
years];
RBP = [current BP ratio]/[average BP ratio over the past five
years];
RCP = [current CP ratio]/[average CP ratio over the past five
years];
RSP = [current SP ratio]/[average SP ratio over the past five
years];
CTEF = consensus earnings-per-share forecast, revisions and
breadth;
PM= Price Momentum; and

e = normally distributed error term (mean = 0, standard
deviation=1 ).

The CTEF variable, initially estimated in Guerard [2], is a
composite signal composed of forecasted earnings yields (see
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FIGURE 3 | Emerging market portfolios.

Guerard and Mark [16]), earnings revisions (see Hawkins et al.
[17]), and earnings breadth, the direction of earnings revisions
(see Wheeler [18]). These variables are described in detail
below:

FEP1 = one-year-ahead forecast earnings per share/price per
share;
FEP2 = two-year-ahead forecast earnings per share/price per
share;
RV1 = one-year-ahead forecast earnings per share monthly
revision/price per share;
RV2 = two-year-ahead forecast earnings per share monthly
revision/price per share;
BR1 = one-year-ahead forecast earnings per share monthly
breadth;
BR2 = two-year-ahead forecast earnings per share monthly
breadth;

As described by Guerard et al. [13], the GLER model is estimated
using weighted latent root regression analysis on the equation for
TRt+1 above in order to identify variables statistically significant

at the 10% level. This model uses the normalized coefficients
as weights, and averages the variable weights over the past 12
months. The relative importance of the above variables is given
by the regression coefficients in a 1997–2011 study by Guerard
[13]. The results support the high earnings yield value investing
approach advocated byGraham andDodd [5, 19], andmarginally
support the Fama and French [14] findings that high book to
market ratios hold significant explanatory power of forward
security returns.

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

We construct 120 portfolios using various permutations based
off of a core set of model inputs. Our portfolios follow the
[3] optimization framework, which seeks to maximize a utility
function while adhering to a set of portfolio constraints. Our core
set of model inputs is formulated as follows:

Model Inputs
• Initial Holdings—$1B USD Cash
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FIGURE 4 | Ex-post factor T-stats.

• Trade Universe & Benchmark—Russell 3000 (U.S.), MSCI AC
World Growth ex. U.S. (INTL),MSCI EmergingMarkets (EM)

• Risk Model—Axioma World-Wide Statistical Mid-Horizon
• Alpha Signals—GLER & CTEF
• Transaction Cost Estimates—ITG ACE Optimal.7 Trade

Urgency Cost Curves
• Timeline—December 2001 through September 2016

Rebalanced Monthly

Objective
Our utility function is designed with one simple objective in
mind, maximize expected return:

E (RP) =
∑N

i = 1
wiE (Ri) (2)

Constraints
• Holdings—Max Asset Weight 4%
• Factor Tilt—Min Portfolio Absolute Size Exposure (−0.25)

Standard Deviation
• Threshold Position−35 bps
• Turnover−8% Buy Side Only
• Active Risk−2 to 12% w/ AAF Magnitudes 0, 10, 20, 30, and

40

We rely on factor exposure, covariance, and idiosyncratic
risk estimates derived from Axioma’s Global Equity Risk
Models in order to measure and control ex-ante tracking
error (also referred to as active risk). For a detailed guide
to Axioma’s risk model methodology, we refer the reader
to the Axioma Risk Model Handbook [20]. Our U.S. and

International portfolios are run with active risk ceilings
set at 2, 4, 6, and 8%. Given the relatively higher levels
of market volatility within Emerging Markets, our EM
portfolios are run with active risk ceilings set at 6, 8, 10,
and 12%.

Our portfolios also employ Alpha Alignment Factor (AAF)
magnitudes ranging from 0 to 40. A portfolio with 0AAF
can be thought of as a traditional mean variance optimization
model, which is compared to optimization models that are
augmented with varying levels of AAF. The application of
AAF within our portfolio construction process helps to control
unintended systematic bets [21] which are caused by alignment
issues between our expected returns, constraints, and risk model
factors. Through empirical case studies Saxena and Stubbs [4,
22] demonstrated that the risk under-estimation problem ties
back to the fact that optimized portfolios share a common
property, namely, these portfolios possess systematic exposures
uncorrelated to the factors of the risk model used to create
them. Ceria et al. [23] suggest that the proprietary definitions
of certain style factors are a potential source of these alignment
problems.

Our 120 portfolios start with a core set of basic inputs,
and from there we test various permutations including
investment universe, tracking error cap, alpha alignment
magnitude, and expected return estimate. Portfolio names are
denoted as follows: UNIVERSE_ALPHA_ACTIVERISK_AAF.
As an example, portfolio INTL_CTEF_2TE_20AAF represents a
portfolio built off the international universe, ranking securities
using CTEF, capped at 2% ex-ante tracking error, with an AAF
magnitude of 20.
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FIGURE 5 | Information ratios.
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FIGURE 6 | Sharpe ratio.
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FIGURE 7 | Excess return.
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FIGURE 8 | U.S. CTEF ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

FIGURE 9 | U.S. GLER ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

RESULTS

In this section we will explore the performance of 120 portfolios
using several metrics to understand the drivers of returns. We
start with a top down view analyzing every permutation broken
out by universe for the period Dec 2001 through Sep 2016.

Within the U.S. universe in Figure 1, the earnings forecasting
variable CTEF clearly outperforms GLER by almost every metric
in nearly every portfolio. Excess return increases as tracking error
goes up, information ratio is highest at lower tracking error levels,
and Sharpe ratio remains consistent across most risk thresholds.

The median IR is 0.359 and median Sharpe ratio is 0.433 across
all U.S. portfolios.

We see a similar story within the international markets in
Figure 2where CTEF outperforms GLER by a significant margin.
Once again excess return increases with higher tracking error,
IR decreases with higher tracking error, and the Sharpe ratio
is relatively consistent across all international portfolios. The
median IR is 0.665 and median Sharpe ratio is 0.421 across all
international portfolios.

Unlike the U.S. and international portfolios, GLER
outperforms CTEF within the emerging markets universe
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FIGURE 10 | International CTEF ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

FIGURE 11 | International GLER ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

(Figure 3). Within the CTEF portfolios, excess return is
consistent across tracking error levels, IR decreases as tracking
error goes up, and Sharpe ratio remains mostly consistent
regardless of tracking error. GLER, however, exhibits an increase
in excess return as tracking error rises, while IR and Sharpe ratios
are stable. The median IR is 0.700 and median Sharpe ratio is
0.528 across all emerging market portfolios.

The results in Figures 1–3 support our first claim that
portfolios utilizing GLER and CTEF signals as the primarymeans
of security selection improve risk adjusted returns relative to their
local benchmarks, but what is driving these returns?

Figure 4 represents 8 years of performance attribution ending
September 2016 for all the portfolios at the 6% tracking error
level. Each column represents the statistical significance (T-Stat)
of the various factor impacts to active return from Axioma’s
Fundamental Equity Risk Models. The results in Figure 4 clearly
show that momentum is a huge driver of excess return within the
CTEF portfolios, with T-Stats exceeding 10 in emerging markets.
Value is another statistically significant factor across both CTEF
and GLER in all three markets, while Volatility is a large
statistically significant detractor of performance consistently
across portfolios.
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FIGURE 12 | Emerging markets CTEF ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

FIGURE 13 | Emerging markets GLER ex-ante vs. ex-post tracking error.

Figures 5–7 rank every portfolio by information ratio, Sharpe
ratio, and excess return.

The top 9 portfolios by information ratio are international,
and the 10th is emergingmarkets. The top 10 portfolios by Sharpe
ratio are all emerging markets, and the top 10 portfolios by excess
return are also all emerging markets. This trend overwhelmingly
supports our second claim that expanding our investable universe
to opportunity sets outside of the U.S. can dramatically increase
risk adjusted performance relative to investing domestically
only.

Thus far we’ve seen how well CTEF and GLER portfolios
perform across various markets and what drives that
performance. A key input to our portfolio construction
process is the integration of the Alpha Alignment Factor, which
is designed to minimize unintended systematic risk in optimized
portfolios. Figures 8–13 compare ex-post tracking error against
ex-ante tracking error for each portfolio. We define ex-post
tracking error as the standard deviation of excess returns over
the entire model period. Ex-ante tracking error is the level to
which we’ve constrained active risk in the optimization model,
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this number represents the projected standard deviation of
excess returns 1 year forward of each rebalance period.

As shown in Figures 8–13, in nearly every case, implementing
AAF as part of the portfolio construction process improves the
accuracy of our risk forecast. We targeted higher tracking errors
in emerging markets, and as a result the 10 and 12 TE portfolios
often did not need to take as much active risk as was allowed. In
these cases, applying AAF made relatively little change to the risk
forecast, which is in line with our expectations.

CONCLUSION

Through analyzing the full list of model portfolios covered in
the prior sections we present three key findings: (1) GLER
and CTEF signals can be used as powerful security selection
models which deliver portfolios yielding improved risk adjusted
performance over their local benchmarks. Evidence of this can
be found within Figures 1–3. The excess returns are positive
for all 120 portfolios employing GLER and CTEF signals,
indicating outperformance relative to the local benchmark.
The information ratios and Sharpe ratios are also strong
throughout. (2) Expanding our investable universe beyond the
U.S., especially emerging markets, produces higher information
and Sharpe ratio portfolios. Figures 5–7 show that under our

stock selection framework, international, and emerging market
portfolios overwhelmingly outperform U.S. portfolios when
measured by information ratio, Sharpe ratio, and excess return.
(3) As clearly shown in Figures 9–13, the integration of an
alpha alignment factor within the portfolio construction process
significantly improves ex-ante risk forecasts by reducing the risk
under-estimation bias in optimized portfolios where the tracking
error cap is met.
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